
 

Minutes - January 26 and 27, 2019 
CANN Mid-year Board of Directors meeting 

Video-conference 
In attendance: Maxime, Aline, Jodi DS, Mark, Suzanne, Katie F, Andrea, Jodi C, Jennifer, Lynda R, Charmaine, Katie W, Linda M, Janet, 
Sue K, Emily, Noorin, Christianne, Corbin, Shauna, Maria, Grissel 
Regrets: Joan, Maria, Betty, Line 
 
Voting completed online via Wooclap 
 
 

Agenda Item Action Items 

1.0 Call to order and opening remarks (Maxime) 
Meeting platform tutorial reviewed.  Rules of order reviewed.  Explanation of voting process via WooClap 
reviewed.  
Voting by proxy motion deferred, consideration to include proposal to vote by proxy to Legislation and Bylaws 
as amendment for AGM 

Revise legislation and bylaws to 
include option to vote by proxy.  To 
be brought forward to AGM for vote 
(Jodi DS/Aline) 

2.0 Approval of the agenda  
No additions or changes 
Agenda approved by Suzanne, and seconded by Charmaine 

 



3.0 Acceptance of Minutes from November Board of Directors Meeting 
No additions or changes 
Minutes approved by Christianne and seconded by Charmaine 

4.0 Mid-Year Reports 

4.1 Treasurer report - (Mark/Suzanne) 
See submitted report/slides 
Significant cost savings for mid-year and conference calls with use of G-Suite platform. 
Treasurer to close Paypal account as no longer required. 
Web security included in cost of Squarespace account and therefore no longer required as a budget line. 
AGM hotel deposit for 2019 is a large line item due to the requirements of a the hotel contract.  Will be the 
same for Banff 2020. 
Discussion regarding larger amount assigned for chairperson recognition.  Additional funds required for use of 
new logo and bulk purchases.  Plaques had been purchased in past, executive exploring alternatives.  
 

Motion moved by Lynda Ryall-Henke, seconded by Charmaine Arulvarathan: I move to adopt the revised 
2018-2019 budget as outlined in the treasurer report.  All in favour,  PASSED unanimously 

 

4.2 Reports: ALL 

4.2.1 Executive (Maxime - President, Aline - VP, Jodi DS - Past-President) 
All reports available on the website. President requests that president report be disseminated to general 
membership via councillors as it speaks to the new logo and website. 
 
TOR edits - councillor, submitted by Jill K. 

● Includes language for co-councillor role 
● Includes language to allow 2 week leeway for reports submission 
● Includes language to support adherence of meeting attendance and resultant financial support  

 
Motion moved by Suzanne Basiuk, seconded by Katie Fink: I move to accept all of the changes suggested 
to the Councillor TOR, with the addition of an appendix for downward titration.  All in favour,  PASSED 

President report to be circulated to 
membership via councillors (All 
Councillors) 
 
Co-councillor TOR to be modified per 
approved edits role with appendix 
(Jodi DS) 
 
 
 
 



unanimously. 
 
Aline suggests to add second appendix for “financial reward” to TOR for both councillor and executive positions 
as well to support accountability.  Jodi suggested that the Councillor TOR will be revised in the next year so 
there is no urgency - can be added as an appendix or not. Agreed by all to table discussion. 
TOR edits for professional practice deferred 

 
 
Deferred discussion:  

● TOR edits for BOD 
accountability, and financial 
reward for meeting 
attendance 

● TOR edits for professional 
practice/research portfolio 

4.2.2 Councillors (BC - Katie F., ALB-N - Errol, ALB-S - Andrea, SASK - Jodi C, MAN - Jennifer, ONT-C - 
Grissel/Charmaine, ONT-E - Aline, ONT-W - Lynda, QC - Gabriel/Maria, NB/PEI - Katie W., NS - Joan, 
NFLD/LB/INT - Linda) 
All reports submitted and available on website 

 

4.2.3 Committees 

I: Membership (Janet) 
Currently 253 members, 3 new since website change. 
Many changes to responsibilities of membership chair with MembershipWorks platform.  Examples include: 
Receipt automatically generated 
Councillor to contact the new member directly - was done previously by the membership chair 
 
Mark noted there is difficulty associating payment to member.   Previously was able to cross reference with 
Paypal.  CANN now processing payment with Stripe.  Charmaine indicated that through MembershipWorks, can 
tell who has payed and who hasn’t.  If we need to associate payment with member, may need to explore this 
through Stripe.  Identified problems from Paypal include if a alternate email was used to register the second 
time, member would be charged new member rate and if identified, issued a refund of 10$. 
 
Discussion regarding membership timeline - Mark/Charmaine clarified that after April 30th there will not be a 
“year” to membership.  Membership will be effective upon date of payment. Currently, all 250 members have 
April 30th as their membership expiration date.  Aline - concern re: councillors maintaining current membership 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consideration to modify TOR to 

include reporting timelines for 



list in absence of this timeframe.  Charmaine noted that member communication can occur through the 
platform directly enduring a current list of active members.  
Maxime - question regarding calculating members per year in this format.  Decision by group to capture 
member numbers at Oct 31 for mid year and April 30 for year end.  This will need to be captured in TOR for 
reporting.  Aline to verify current wording.  

membership IE: Mid-year (May 1 - 

October 31) and year end (November 

1 - April 30).  Aline will verify wording 

of reporting and timeframe of such 

(Aline) 

II: Communication/marketing (Christianne/Charmaine) 
A.Website update - 
1. functionality 
Christianne provided an overview of the design and functionality of the new website including navigation. 
Currently using “Impact” template as it is similar to previous website design.  Template design could be altered 
in future if required. 
“Contact us” submissions goes to webmaster (Christianne/Charmaine) and is redirected as appropriate.  
Positive comments regarding design and functionality of website from group shared. 
Potential additional functionality includes:  

● Post/host media resources 
● Access to conference content 
● Applying for awards online 
● Internal messaging option through the member directory 
● Member search by speciality field 

Maxime expressed difficulty accessing member list - currently there is a 2 level password protection on this. 
Will be removed by webmaster. 
 
2.Budget 
1000$ allocated, 665$ approximately spend so far this year.  Subscription fee to Gsuite through SquareSpace is 
free this year -  next year cost will be 50$ US/year.  
Squarespace 293$ (yearly 216$), renewal June 18.  
Domain space cost - due 2021 16$US. 
Membership works limited to 300 members (29$/month)- price increases after 300 (49$/month).  
Next year’s total 1130$ CAD (for up to 600 members) 300$ less if we stay at current member volumes (<300). 
Prior costs:  

 

 

 

Member directory currently on 2 

level lock - to be removed 

(Christianne/Charmaine) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



● pencil neck 1008$/yr up to 2600$ with assistance services hours added (often 3-4 more hours required) 
● Paypal pro fee also incurred 
● ~4000$ total per year for website 

In summary, CANN national is saving a significant amount of $, and enabling much more functionality with the 
change in website.  Of note, also significant cost-savings for meetings with use of Gsuite.  As such, we are 
meeting the goal of reduced costs for conducting business. 
 
3.website content (need to have vs nice to have)/4.Website review workgroup 
Initial plan was to transition the required information from old to new website.  Now that this is complete, we 
can transition to a review of the current content and explore additional design and functionality features.  
Request of Charmaine and Christianne to explore the development of a website working group to contribute to 
the work of phase 2 and succession planning.  Group to ask general membership for interested volunteers to 
participate.  Survey to go to members to obtain volunteers for this working group.  Ideally having a list of 
volunteers before June. 
 
5.MembershipWorks access 
Need to use website - www.membershipworks.com customer sign-in.  Councillor email (gmail) used for login 
(will need to create password on first log-in).  
Master dashboard includes overview of membership including those due for renewal. 
Currently each councillor has access to member list/member cards in their chapters.  This can be used to 
contact chapter members or review profile.  Email lists can be exported.  Can also use membercards to 
troubleshoot login issues.  Tutorial will be shared with councillors.  Demo videos also available on 
MembershipWorks website.  
Maxime inquired about list of those with auto-renewals.  Not easily visible for all members but can be seen in 
individual member cards.  
Payment plan options include yearly or auto-renewal.  Maxime suggested consideration for a lower rate for 
those auto-renewing.  Can be added as an option if needed. 
Aline noted the cap on membership at 300 members at current payment plan (29$/month).  Fee increase if 
membership numbers over 300.  Next payment plan up to 600 members (49$/month).  
G-suite free as part of purchase of Squarespace. All BOD emails from previous website were transitioned to new 
website under  cann.ca.  Christianne to connect with all can.ca email users to ensure transition has occurred 
and to update user profile.  Maxime noted this will help to support communication with external partners to 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Survey to go to general membership 

to seek volunteers to participate in 

website content workgroup  - 

Charmaine and Christianne to lead 

(Aline to create and disseminate 

survey) 
 

Log-in to MembershipWorks platform 

and use for member 

communications. (All councillors) 

 

MembershipWorks tutorial to be 

shared with councillors 

(Christianne/Charmaine) 

 

Connect with cann.ca users to ensure 

transition has occurred and profile 

updated (Christianne) 

 

 



BOD members with transition of portfolios.  No additional Gmail account is required to support this but having a 
personal Gmail does simplify the use of the cann.ca email.  Mark suggested the option of creating a Gmail 
account for each councillor to transition from year to year to enable access to historical communications and 
Gsuite access.  Aline noted that this may cause problems if it is one more email address that does not get 
verified or used often.  
Gsuite “groups” does help to filter spam but does need to verified often to ensure important emails not being 
missed.  
 
Monthly vs yearly membership - currently set up for yearly.  May cause issues with application for funding and 
grants.  No change proposed.  
 
Membership portfolio with new website - Aline noted TOR would require significant re-wording if membership 
portfolio gets absorbed into another.   Christianne - because of current state with MembershipWorks, suggests 
keeping portfolio for now.  Ideally should still be held by someone external to the website due to workload. 
Janet indicated she will be resigning after June.  She will reach out to interested parties to see if interested. 
Agreed by all to keep portfolio as is for now. 
 
6.Mailing address 
Christianne noted that with creation of new online platforms, there is a need for a consistent business image 
regarding the association.  This would include the need for a consistent mailing address.  Currently is the CJNN 
address mailbox but prior to this was the personal mailing address of the subscriptions portfolio chair.  When 
the position was vacant, communications were not being forwarded to the association in a timely manner. 
Suggestion is to have a PO box specific to the association’s correspondence which can be used as the address of 
the association.  Suzanne inquired as to if mail can be forwarded to a any personal mailbox.  Christianne noted 
that there is very little physical mail received by the association but it would be the responsibility of the 
designated holder (currently in the Communications and Marketing portfolio per the TOR) of the mailbox to 
ensure it is verified regularly.  Current PO box for CJNN is in Calgary.  Purchase of the PO box is yearly through 
Canada post.  Can change locations with written approval by the president to be in the same city as the key 
holder.  

Motion moved by: Christianne Krassman; Seconded by: Charmaine Arulvarathan; I move that the Board 
approve maintaining a Post Office Box for the purpose of a single, consistent Association mailing address 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Establish and maintain a PO box for 

association (Christianne) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



for all purchases, subscriptions, and correspondence. This could exclude banking, if the treasurer chooses 
to have their personal address attached to statements of account.  PASSED all in favour 

7.Credit card needs of CANN 
Purchases on behalf of association (ex: subscriptions, website) are often required to be paid via credit card. 
Currently, personal credit cards are being used and costs are reimbursed.  Katie inquired about potential limit - 
Christianne suggested prepaid target <2000$ to  cover yearly costs.  Aline inquired about the option of receiving 
invoices from companies which can be paid from bank account.  Clarified that SquareSpace is paid only by credit 
card.  Aline noted that pre-paid CC acquires interest once activated and will devalue.  Charmaine noted that use 
of personal CC and reimbursement has not been a problem however what may be of concern going forward is 
that there are many pieces to CANN website activities that are maintained and paid for by separate people at 
different times.  This could be an issue for maintenance if there is a problem with one of the payment holders in 
the future. 
At this time, there are no other payments external to the website requiring a credit card but this could be used 
for the CNA membership payment and the PO box.  Inquiry regarding holder of the CC.  Suzanne noted the use 
of a “Pcard” at AHS which is maintained by one person with approved use by others.  Could have the treasurer 
be the holder.  Suzanne will explore.  Recommendation that there be established user terms and guidelines for 
use. This should also include a back-up plan should the holder become jeopardized as well as potentially a 2 
person sign-off.   Maxime noted motion is for executive to explore - will be discussed and results brought 
forward to the BOD at the year end meeting. 

Motion moved by: Christianne Krassman; Seconded by: Katie Fink; I move that the CANN Board 
Executive explore options to have a form of Association credit card for the purposes of online purchases 
and subscriptions required to set-up/maintain website and membership platforms. This could include 
evaluating options within the Association’s current banking package, other possible banking packages, 
and/or terms for the treasurer to hold pre-paid card (s).  PASSED unanimous 

 
8.2019 registration platform/integration 
Montreal group will use Eventbrite but noted that MembershipWorks does have some functionality for this for 
member level registration.  
 
B.Logo 
Now integrated into website and social media accounts.  Christianne inquired regarding formal launch to 
members as well as 50th anniversary logo.  Maxime suggests formal announcement with 50th anniversary 

 

 

Explore use of “PCard” for purposes 

of credit card purchases. (Suzanne) 
 

Finalize discussion regarding national 

credit card. (executive) 



edition - Will work with graphic designer on this.  Aline noted that logo is on website and visible to public 
already.  

III. Prof Practice/CNA (Sue K.) 
See submitted report 
 
A.CNA Neuroscience Certification/B.Current stats 2018 
2018 certification numbers - 51 new writers (28)and renewals (23) 
53 were scheduled to renew for 2018. 
Expression of thanks to membership chair for supporting this work. 
CNA continues to try to increase certification numbers.  Cost continues to be an ongoing issue for applicants. 
CNA has approved a 20% discount for speciality association members of which the discount code will be 
maintained and monitored by the association - Aline is doing this for CANN.  There is currently a limit of 50 
discount codes for CANN. 
Last confirmed volumes for total certification numbers provided for end of February 2018. 
 
C.CNN certification update/D.CNA correspondence 
Standards of practice and exam still require revision.  Goal for CNN certification is still 100 new/renew per year. 
There was an extension for 2019 and CNA has not confirmed if this will be extended further.  Aline highlighted 
that CNA certification week is week following meeting.  All encouraged to promote certification broadly. Many 
resources available on CNA website to support promotion including online exam prep provided by Ontario 
Central group. 
 
E.Standards of practice workgroup  
Sue has reviewed standards of practice in speciality associations in Canada and worldwide as well as provincial 
practice standards for RN’s.  Sue wanted to move forward with group - 5000$ assigned in budget for this work. 
Sue is looking to councillors to find members within their chapter that are willing to participate in a working 
group.  Members must be CNN certified CANN members.  Also looking for representation from advanced 
practice, front line, leadership, education and from across the country.  Trudy Robertson (BC) and Janice 
Williams (ON) have volunteered to date.  Will use modified Delphi technique for this work.  
Would like to use assigned budget dollars to host a work meeting on the Saturday prior to the conference for 
room and AV costs as well as additional night stay for those in this workgroup.  Sue suggests that budget would 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All to consider potential members 

within their chapter for participation 

in standards of practice workgroup - 

Sue K. lead (All) Aline will include in 

survey to general membership (Aline) 

 



not cover flight costs for those in workgroup.  Ideally, members would have already been planning on attending 
conference.  Aline suggests that workgroup members do not necessarily have to be on the BOD and encouraged 
non-BOD members to contribute to this group.  Agreed by Sue and Maxime that would be appropriate.  More 
detailed budget can be determined by Sue and workgroup and reviewed by executive. 
Aline to include this in survey ask to membership. 
Sue clarified that allocated budget would not include print costs and preference would be to have them 
available online. 
Christianne asking whether this could be a source of revenue (for non-members).  Unknown, Sue did have to 
purchase a hard copy from the AANN.  Lynda identified that she was able to download a copy at no cost. 
Discussion regarding fee to be tabled. 

Maxime to verify that room and AV 

can be allocated for this project. 
(Maxime and 2019 planning 

committee) 

 

Sue to notify executive of workgroup 

members once established and 

submit proposed budget. (Sue) 

IV.Program/Scientific 2018 (Joan/Emily) 
See submitted report 

 

V.Program/Scientific 2019 (Maxime/Line) 
See submitted president’s report (includes program/scientific update)  
 
A.Conference liaison and accountability 
Maxime highlighted importance of maintaining open  communication between program and scientific chairs 
from year to year.  Maxime highlighted support provided by Noorin to facilitate communication with 
sponsorship and how this will be beneficial going forward into future conferences. 

 

VI.Archivist (Betty/Katie/Andrew) 
A.Digital archiving update  
Budget was allocated for this project at last meeting (2500$).  Katie has decided to step back due to current job 
requirements.  Errol has offered to support Andrew in Katie’s place for this work. 
Revised version of proposed expenditures (with Errol participating) will still be within the budget.  Of note, will 
need to purchase external hard drive for long term storage that is not included in this proposal - approximate 
cost <200$.  Project is moving forward - Errol and Andrew will plan to travel to Kelowna in March to complete 
this work. 
Discussion regarding position of archivist going forward and maintenance of digital archives.  Maxime proposes 
that role still required however would be different considering digital format.  TOR would require revisions to 

Digitizing group to maintain 

inventory of archives.  Destruction 

should not occur until approved by 

BOD/Exec (Andrew/Errol) 

 

Deferred discussion: 

● TOR updates for digital 

archivist role  



this effect.  
Will be historical presentation at Montreal conference.  Maxime suggests program/scientific committee 
connect with Errol/Andrew for items to include for this. 
Errol inquired about physical copies of documents and what to do with them once upload is complete.  Would 
general membership like to keep anything.  Suggestion that we should hesitate before complete destruction 
and allow BOD to decide what can be kept or destroyed.  Suggestion that Errol/Andrew maintain an inventory 
of documents and allow BOD to review before destruction.  Physical documents to remain in possession of 
current archivist post digital upload. 

VII.Sponsorship (Noorin/Maxime) 
A.Travel grants and potential sponsorship  
Discussed at June BOD - potential to use cost savings from BOD meetings and sponsorship dollars towards a 
travel grant for members.  Aline brought forward a proposed application based on a template from NNF grant 
application.  
Not currently assigned in 2019 budget - would have to be included in 2020 budget.  Would need a committee to 
manage applications and approve dissemination. This would also require guidelines/TOR for approval that 
would be available to applicants. 
Aline also suggests that finalized form also be available for online application - Maxime notes Woofoo can 
support this, Charmaine notes Google forms can as well. 
Next steps - Noorin will lead this initiative with Lynda, Andrea and Grissel and report back.  Group to develop 
TOR, Guidelines for application and approval.  May know at year end what can be reinvested into this initiative - 
MArk and Suzanne to report on this at year end. 

 
 
Group to develop TOR, guidelines for 
application and approval for travel 
grant (Noorin - lead, with Lynda, 
Andrea and Grissel) 
 
 
Report on what can be  reinvested 
into this initiative for 2020 (Mark and 
Suzanne)  

VIII.CJNN (Corbin/Shauna/Jodi DS) 
A.Publication 2018 
BOD requested publication for 2018 move ahead.  Was held up by missing abstract.  Draft complete by Pappin 
but not yet received.  Corbin expects it be finalized and published in next few weeks. 
 
B.JNN collaboration 
Report submitted.  Attendance at INANE was eye opening.  We are missing many components to running an 
effective journal.  Corbin requests creation of a workgroup - need to seek members not on CANN BOD to act at 
arms length of BOD.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Corbin met with Dr. DaiWai Olson who spoke with JNN representatives.  Option to work with this group for 
Canadian content section within AJNN.  Maxime - would this be permanent solution or temporary? Corbin 
responded that impact factor rating is important and that there is not enough neuroscience nursing research 
out there.  This could be a stepping stone which enables access to the runnings of a journal which can help 
support independence in the future.  
Corbin was asked to present at Texas conference (Neuroscience nursing researchers) which will help him be 
more familiar with his peers in this field.  Would be great to know who is doing neuro-nursing research in 
Canada - this would be the people to draw into this work.  
Charmaine asked about rights to content/can we share the canadian content? - Corbin shared DaiWai’s twitter 
feed (https://twitter.com/daiwaiolson) - many links to JNN/editorials shared here.  His expectation would be 
that we promote both JNN and Canadian content.  
Katie F. asked if this would need AGM vote - Maxime noted that it has been made public to members that we 
are seeking an alternate mechanism for the journal and therefore may not need a vote however any changes to 
the Journal TOR would. 
Jodi noted that the executive aware that there is a need to move in another direction with the journal. 
Publication of 2018 edition was requested in order to close the loop and give a publication to authors that had 
been approved to do so.  Jodi suggested having a strategic plan with timelines for how will will be proceeding. 
Corbin agreed and suggested that a workgroup can help to support this.  JNN uses their journal as a revenue 
source.  Compensation is also in place for editors.  We have not had this for CJNN.  Ideally, a Canadian journal 
would be able to be self-sufficient and not rely on CANN dollars. 
Aline asked what would members get with JNN and vice versa for american members?  Is this ask in their best 
interests financially?  Corbin noted that having the additional content in JNN will help strengthen their print 
editions.  Details around partnership would still need to be ironed out.  Corbin noted that JNN is not asking us 
for anything to invest for this partnership and therefore have nothing to lose and much to gain. 
Should we not proceed with exploring this partnership, there will not be a publication for CJNN for some time. 
Maxime asked about how JNN is funded - Corbin noted sponsorship is a big part of their revenue.  Corbin also 
noted JNN is indexed in PubMed which CJNN is not. 
Discussed by all the need to proceed given the struggles of the recent past and because the interest is there - 
may no longer if we wait. 

Motioned by Corbin Lippert, Seconded by Maria Damian; I move that we explore the offer from JNN to 
establish a Canadian Content Section of JNN with a Canadian Editor as an interim step in re-establishing 
CJNN.  Approved by all - PASSED 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/daiwaiolson


Corbin suggested reaching out to members to seek nurse researchers to potentially create an interest group to 
move this forward. 
Jodi suggested letting peer reviewers know of this direction and thanking for their contributions. Corbin agreed. 
Corbin also noted that application for CJNN on website is now closed and that we should not be accepting any 
articles for consideration.  
Corbin noted that creation of working group can wait. 
 
C.Anniversary edition working group: 
50th publication would be post conference, include retrospective of neuroscience nursing.  Jodi sent out 
personal asks to longstanding CANN members - 6 replies to submit, 1 received.  Will be looking to a fall print 
edition.  From here, Jodi requests participation from general membership.  Aline will disseminate. 
Jodi will lead this group, Corbin and Shauna to support getting to print. 
 
D.50th anniversary retrospective article 
Honorary members have submitted a historical paper.  Living past-presidents and select honorary members 
have been approached to consider writing an article.  Would be good to ensure that honorary members are 
highlighted in publication. 

Add to agenda for April - update from 
Corbin (Aline) 
 
Notify peer reviewers of the direction 
of CJNN and thank for contributions 
(Corbin) 
 
 
Ask general members for 
participation in 50th anniversary 
edition (Aline) 

4.2.4 Representatives - WFNN (Sue K) 
WFNN Conference in 2021 - Darwin, Australia.  EANN in Manchester in March - Maxime was invited to gala 
dinner in celebration of WFNN 50th anniversary and will attend.  

 

5.0  Business arising from the minutes: November BOD meeting: 

5.1 BOD upcoming vacancies (Jodi) 
A.Archivist - Betty stepping down in 2019.  Discussion that this position could potentially be absorbed into 
another to meet mandate of reducing BOD.  There is an interested member who could take on post archiving 
project 
B.Ontario East - 2 co-councillors interested, needs to be formalized 
C.VP/Secretary 
D.Manitoba 
E.New Brunswick 

 



F.Nova Scotia 
G. Membership - Janet stepping down in 2019.  Discussion that this position could potentially be absorbed into 
another to meet mandate of reducing BOD. 
H.Other 

● Treasurer - Suzanne will assume role from Mark at AGM 
● Program/Scientific 2020 - Aaron Gardner will be program co-chair and Nicole Kindrachuf - scientific 
● Ontario Central - Grissel taking over from Charmaine 
● Quebec - Gabriel and Maria co-chairing position.  Start in January 2019 
● Marketing/Subscriptions - currently in webmaster portfolio.  Plan to merge with corporate liaison once 

established.  Of note, not an active position. 

5.2 Strategic plan and Neuro Nursing research priority survey (Maxime) 
Survey sent to members, 35 responses to date.  Prelim results shared.  Maxime suggests sending it a second 
time to have more responses for AGM.  
Line suggested sending to nurse researchers - Maxime clarified that it is tailored to CANN members. 

Send research survey a second time 
prior to year end meeting (Aline) 

5.3 Councillor accountability (Jodi DS/Katie) 
Jodi notes that more work is needed and will need modifications to TOR as discussed previously.  Currently a 
work in progress.  Jodi and Katie will connect over winter to have more information for year end. 

Ongoing work towards this initiative 
(Jodi/Katie) 

5.4 BOD communication (Aline) 
A.MailChimp update 
Aline noted that distribution to general membership through MailChimp not working as well as originally 
hoped.  Not all members are receiving communications - evident in all chapters.  Review of email distributions 
noted that there were small errors in some email addresses despite direct import.  Aline notes this program is 
not working for CANN and we should go back to previous way of communication (IE: from chapter councillors to 
members directly).  This is also facilitated with our new member platform.  Aline also noted that email has been 
our only way of communicating to members.  Charmaine noted similar struggles with MailChimp.  She has used 
Facebook to disseminate communications to members.  This also enable communication to non-CANN neuro 
nurses who may be interested in the information.  Grissel also recommends Instagram or Twitter as platforms. 
Christianne notes that Instagram has a large focus on images, which, with permissions can be difficult to keep 
active.  Christianne also notes that manpower is a factor in maintaining an online presence and has chosen to 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



stay with platforms which are most relevant to our activities.  Should we wish to explore additional platforms, it 
would require additional support. 
 
B.Facebook 
2 current facebook accounts, 1 - controlled by webmaster, 2nd created by Jennifer Purkiss.  The 1st account is 
an open group and very active and most information from national is shared here.  This is considered the public 
face of CANN.  The second account is a closed member group but still has active posts.   Charmaine noted a 
member from Ontario Central (Linda Smith) started the group but has not been a CANN member for some 
years.  Could reach out again to Jennifer purkiss to close group.  Also can ask members to cease using the 2nd 
page to support an ask of Facebook to close second page.  Aline to send message on 2nd page to this effect. 
Grissel noted this is also a great way to promote local chapter/member success.  Group encouraged to share 
this information so it can be posted.  

 
 
 
 
Reach out to Jennifer Purkiss to close 
2nd FB page (Aline) 
  
Send message to CANN members to 
not use 2nd FB page and redirect to 
public page (Aline) 

5.5 Conference promotion strategies and membership engagement 
Round table/Chatbox discussion.  Group shared how they are promoting attendance at CANN events or 
recruitment to CANN for non-members 

● Aline - promotion during CNA discovery week to promote both CNN and CANN.  Used PPT to guide 
discussion with photos, educational info from prior years.  Will share slides.  Face to face discussion 
helped, local budget to cover snacks to engage nurses to listen 

● Lynda - Talks to new hires about CANN 
● Line - suggestion on how to reach nurse researchers through university programs 
● Other suggestions from chatbox include: social night, financial support, showcasing on Facebook 
● Aline notes that we don’t have to be limited to Neuroscience units - think outside of the walls of the 

hospital.  Private outpatient clinics, NPP, rehab, ICU 

 
Share slide deck for CANN promotion 
(Aline) 
 
 

6.0 New Business  

6.1 Conference chair recognition (Suzanne/Mark) 
A.Budget allocation 
Options posted in chat box.  Will all be personalized with name and new logo 

1. Personalized pen and pencil set 
2. Framed print with plaque 

 
 
 
 
 



3. T-shirt or sweatshirt with new CANN logo, “Program Chair” on sleeve 
4. Set of coins in the year of the conference 
5. Silver ring or bracelet with new CANN logo (approx 200$) 
6. Pewter mug with CANN logo and personalized engraving 
7. Spa gift certificates 
8. Personalized Moleskine Journals 

Suzanne noted that some options more expensive than others.  Can be cheaper to order in bulk and can have 
additional items for future years or other use (Ex: raffle). 
Discussion among group.  Interest in separate purchase of item chosen.  Website does have e-store option if 
needed for those who would like to purchase. 
CANN pins - Mark suggests re-visiting with new logo.  Suzanne will obtain quote.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Obtain quote for CANN pin (Suzanne) 

6.2 CANN financial audit (Mark/Suzanne) 
Came from discussion regarding succession planning for treasurer  Decided by executive to audit finances with 
transition.  Also exploring use of accounting software going forward.  
Email sent to accountant - Mark will ensure done prior to April.  Cost of audit = 600$ 

Ensure completion of audit (Mark) 

6.3 Montreal conference Update (Maxime/Line) 
A.Past presidents invitation 
3rd call for abstracts has gone out, hoping for a broad range of presentation.  Past presidents have been 
personally invited to attend.  
 
B.Social events 
Social events are planned with attendees (Monday) as well as as with CNSF group (Tuesday).  
 
C.Registration fees 2019 - MOTION 
Registration costs: Propose to keep same as 2018.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Moved by Suzanne Basiuk seconded by Katie Washburn: I move that the registration costs for the 2019 
CANN conference in Montreal be the same as the 2018 Halifax costs. All in favour - PASSED 

Costs for hotel 189$/night (40$ discount from usual cost).  Direct link available to book - will be shared with 
registration.  Rate secured to 3 days before and after. 
Mark inquired about ribbons on name badges - Maxime clarified that group is trying to go as paperless as 
possible.  Use of ribbons TBD, attendees will have name tags. 
Hotel AV group is involved in conference planning and will provide an app for conference.  
BOD meeting on 16th (Sunday) with welcome cocktail in evening.  
Projected revenue/attendance - last conference in MTL, 150 attendees, hoping for more with 50th. 
Personalised letter of invitation to other presidents of neuroscience nursing associations internationally. 
 
D.Awards and sponsorship(Maxime/Noorin) 
2 sponsors confirmed (Genzyme - last year of 5 yr commitment, CSL for lunch presentation), others pending - 
Nestle Health Sciences - for nutrition based talks. Essai )Pharma) contacted - pending response.  Other pharma 
companies, awaiting responses.  Door prizes etc - TBD 
Noted that Marlene Reimer award recipient should have time allotted as the award winner  to discuss their 
research.  
CNSF will be sponsoring and subsidizing joint social event. 
Noorin would like to reach out to Genzyme to discuss commitment renewal - Will need original letter of 
commitment from Genzyme (Mark to provide) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Original letter of commitment from 
Genzyme to be forwarded to Noorin 
(Mark)  

6.4 Banff 2020 conference update (Jodi J) 
Still in early phases - hotel is secured (Banff Centre for Community Arts).  Within walking distance of downtown. 

 



Room rates 249$. 
Banff Park Lodge not interested in hosting at previously offered rate. 

6.5 Victoria BC - New chapter status request - MOTION (Katie F) 
Review documents.  Victoria has put forth a request to because a separate chapter in BC, independent of 
current BC chapter.  This is fully supported by the BC group.  

 
Question regarding funding - will BC chapter support group or provide funds? Katie clarified that sponsors have 
supported start up.  This was used for a educational event.  Aline noted that the number of members from 
Victoria proper were low up until this year.  15 is the number of members required to keep chapter active.  Now 
currently at 21.  Numbers provided by membership were from Victoria proper.  TOR states chapter must 
maintain 15 members for 3 years to remain sustainable.  Proposal to wait one additional year to ensure 
membership is secured - Supported by many members at table.  Katie noted that they are trying to recruit 
funding in Victoria (from MD’s) and would like to ensure it stays within that group for events they organize. 
Sue notes that geographically, Victoria is far from Vancouver and important to support events locally.  At this 
time, this group has felt distinct from Vancouver group.   Motivation is to keep funding within members from 
that area.  Maxime offered postponing vote - Aline noted that application has been received as per the 
requirements of the TOR and we are obligated to proceed on the request.   TOR notes that membership must 
be maintained at a minimum 15 for 3 years, not that there must be 15 members per year prior to application. 
Discussion regarding process for Alberta North request in past.  Noted that there was a process to get to the 
required number of members as well as maintaining it.  Discussion regarding funding for AGM should they be 
accepted as a chapter - not explicit in TOR.  Noted that chapter status is effective and announced at AGM per 
TOR.  Maxime proposes inviting new councillor to attend as an observer but without financial support or voting 
privileges.  

Moved by: Lynda Ryall-Henke, Seconded by Katie Fink; I move that Victoria BC be recognized as a second 
BC CANN chapter as outlined in the TOR. 11 in favour, 1 disagree and 1 abstain - motion PASSED 

Connect to Victoria chapter 
representative (Maxime) 



 
Maxime will connect with Victoria chapter regarding expectations and extend invitation to attend BOD as 
observers without funding. 

6.6 Membership fee (Maxime) 
Group has had preliminary discussions regarding the potential for cost changes to membership given no recent 
editions of CJNN.  Dues include access to journal that does not exist. 
Aline - how much has been put aside for journal costs and what would be the potential discount?  Mark clarified 
that cost of one print journal is approx. 3000$ for a reduction of 12$ for 250 members. Sue suggested removing 
“journal access” as a benefit of membership on the website and keeping fees as is as they are still comparatively 
a great deal.  Christianne noted that new member fee increase has been in place for several years. 
Redistribution of funds into education and initiatives has offset the cost that was previously associated with the 
journal.  Mark noted that it is much more difficult to increase fee should it be required than to decrease.  Given 
potential to partner with JNN, could be considered as a trade-off as we are unsure of potential future costs with 
this partnership.  
Discussion among BOD - Consensus to leave fees as is.  

 

6.7 Marlene Reimer Research award applicant - MOTION (Sue K) 
Wilma Koopman announced as successful applicant.  Will be formally announced at AGM.  Sue recommends 
offering a larger amount as their has not been an applicant in many years. Mark clarified that available amount 
is 4595.00$ 

Moved by: Sue Kadyschuk, Seconded by: Lynda Ryall-Henke; I move: That the amount of the Marlene 
Reimer Research Award is increased this year, 2019, to $4595.00.  PASSED unanimously 

 
To be included in AGM agenda 
(Aline) 
 
Sue to send to Mark letter to include 
with cheque (Sue) 

6.8 Board Insurance (Mark/Maxime) 
Included in folder.  Required to be renewed yearly in May.  

 

6.9 Future Conference planning (Maxime) 
CNSF Dates: 
2021 - Toronto June 15-18 
2022 - Montreal June 26-29 
2023 - Banff June 4-7 

 
development of draft TOR for 
conference planning (Jodi?) 
 
 



Next location for CANN 2021 to be discussed and decided at June BOD.  Sue noted that CNSF has decided on 
these dates without CANN involvement.  
Jodi proposed that we consider developing TOR for conference planning.  Ex: 1st offer ect…  Agreed this is 
reasonable.  Christianne suggests using experience of planning for St-John as background - CANN is capable of 
planning a great conference separate from CNSF.  Jodi noted that the locations chosen for CNSF have not 
followed historical location choice for CNSF conference location. 
Sue K. suggests each councillor discussing with local chapter if they are interested in hosting knowing the CNSF  
plans. 

 
 
 
Councillors to initiate discussion with 
chapters regarding hosting 
conference (All councillors) 

6.10 “Navigating Neuro Nursing” Textbook (Aline) 
Aline noted hearing of challenges obtaining copies of book.  Angela Sarro (co-author) was keeper of physical 
copies in her home and distributing them recently encountered a life altering event.  2 other co-authors - Teri 
Green living in Australia and Dawn Tymianski, in Toronto and very active in her professional roles. 
Listed as required reading for CNN exam.  Link was on website - no longer an active link. 
How can we support the authors with dissemination and distribution? 
Christianne clarified that textbook is currently under revision for a second edition.  Charmaine will connect with 
Angela to support distribution if required as well as requesting extra copies to sell at MTL conference.  Sue 
comments that she has encountered similar struggles obtaining copies, and we probably should not aligning so 
closely with the textbook, should have other options such as the Hickey.  This should be considered with CNN 
exam revisions. 
Mark noted that 4 copies given to BOD for door prizes. 

Connect with Angela Sarro if support 
required for distribution and ask for 
additional copies to be available for 
purchase at conference (Charmaine) 

6.11 CANN year end report for all members (Maxime) 
Maxime offered to group to have one year end report to be shared with all members.  This would be composed 
of summaries from all councillors and portfolios.  This can also help to standardize report templates and provide 
guidelines for what needs to be included.  MAxime requests that all BOD members think about what should be 
in a report/what do we want to keep track of over the year.   To be added to agenda in April 

Consider what should be included in 
a master report (IE guidelines) that 
would be distributed to all members 
(ALL) 

6.12 Correspondence (Maxime) 
A.Sage 

 



Contacted by Sage group (Journal publisher) regarding potential attendance/collaboration at a Toronto 
conference.  No BOD members in attendance at that meeting and no additional information from this group 
since that contact.  No formal offer. 
 
B.International Neuroscience Nursing Associations 
Letters sent to Presidents of International Neuro Nursing Associations to attend CANN Montreal.  Already have 
some international abstract submissions.  
 
C.WFNN invitation quadrennial meeting 
Maxime invited to participate in gala dinner celebrating WFNN 50th anniversary and hopes to attend. 

7.0 Councilors’ concerns 
Round table discussion 

● Noorin preparing a spreadsheet with lists of sponsors - please share if you have already 

 

8.0 Motion of closure 
Motion by Maxime, seconded by Aline - all in favour - meeting adjourned. 

Aline to send survey re use of online 
meeting platform 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 


